CONTENTS OF KIT: 7 Intermixable colors compound, mixing bottles, clear finish,
grain packet, brush, sandpaper.
Clean off the damaged area to be repaired. Remove any splinters by lightly sanding the area
evenly.
The color repair compounds are intermixable. Using the color match guide, mix the
desired combination of colors into the labeled mixing bottle.
Apply the repair compound directly on the damaged area in layers. Allow each layer to
dry before applying the next layer. Spread the compound as evenly as possible, removing
any excess with the spatula in your kit.
On the final layer, if a grained or pattern surface is desired, cover the wet compound with
one of the grain papers in the kit. Pick the correct grain by turning it over and looking to see
which grain texture matches your area. Apply some Vaseline on the bottom side of the
grain paper (to keep it from sticking to the compound) tape it down, and press lightly on the
paper to imprint the texture into the wet compound.
Allow your repair to dry overnight. When dry, carefully peel off the grain paper and
examine the repair. The repaired spot may be filled as often as necessary to bring it up to
the undamaged laminate or to refill any defects. After the repair is finished and dry, it
may be lightly sanded. Clear finish or a floor wax may be applied for a shinier finish.
Wood grain and antique effects can be achieved by first applying the lighter color, and
then the darker color. Use a toothpick to draw lines over the repaired area, and the darker
compound.
If you have any questions or problems, feel free to call the number below.

Repair Products (UK) Limited. 81 Illingworth Close Mitcham CR4 3QF
Phone : 020 8648 3866
Email: info@repairproducts.co.uk

Website: repairproducts.co.uk

